Green Study- Amalfi Coast Resort Destin Florida

Customer: Amalfi Coast Resort. This gorgeous gated resort is located on the scenic highway along the beautiful Emerald Coast in Destin Florida. **Challenge:** Two wells with relatively high concentration of iron and odors were present. Plus, the irrigation and sprinkler system caused iron stains on Curbs, walkways, an expensive white decorative fence and on building surfaces. **Goal:** Greatly reduce the level of iron to prevent stains and Eliminate foul odors. **Solution:** Two Custom designed K.L. “Iron Eliminator” systems by Watch Water. **Results:** All clear field tests confirm clean H2O.

The Amalfi Coast Resort like its Italian namesake is located on a beautiful stretch of scenic highway and white sandy beaches. This paradise is known as the Emerald Coast of Florida. The resort is gated and incorporates a unique architecture and ornate landscaping to create an inviting destination for fun and relaxation.

One problem that literally put ugly “red stains” on the overall appearance was caused by a persistent problem of “Iron” in the well system utilized for watering the beautiful flora and fauna on the property. Like many properties along the Emerald Coast, the staff at Amalfi had been battling this problem without much success for many years. Prior to installing the “Iron Eliminator” system the property utilized chemicals and labor intensive cleaning. Today, the KL “Iron Eliminator” system delivers Clean H2O for this inviting vacation destination.

*We know it is working, we do not have to smell the odor every time we water.*

Mikel, Property Maintenance Manager
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